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position; all other joints in riveted work, whether in tension or compression, must be fully spliced.
70.    All segments of compression members con- Tie Platcs-nected by latticing only, shall have tie plates placed
as near the ends as practicable. They shall have a length of not less than the greatest depth or width of the member, and a thickness not less than 1-50 of the distance between the rivets connecting them to the compressed members.
71.    Single lattice bars shall have a thickness   Lacin£-of not less than 1-40, and double bars connected by a
rivet at the intersection of not less than 1-60 of the distance between the rivets connecting them to the member; and their width shall be in accordance with American Bridge Company's standards, generally:
For 15-inch channels, or built "I
sections with 3^  and 4-inch I 2\ inches (J- inch rivets).
angles.                                 J
For 12, 10and <)-inch channels, |
or built HCCtionK with 3-inch laj inchcK (;J inch rivets).
angles.                                 I
For 8 and 7 inch chanm-In, or"|
built sections with 2| inch > z inches (fj inch rivets).
angles.                                 J
For 6" and 5-inch channels, ]
or built ncctioiiH with 2-inch j»if inches (J- inch rivets.)
angles.                                J
72.    All pin-holes shall be re-enforced by acldi-   i'»« Piat«*. tional material when necessary, so as not to exceed
the allowed pressure on the pins. These re-enforcing plates must contain enough rivets to transfer the proportion of pressure which conies upon them, and at least one plate on each side shall extend not less than 6 inches beyond the edge of the tie plate.
73.    Web plates of girders must: be spliced at all joints by a plate on each side of the web, capable of transmitting the full strain through splice rivets.
74.    The llnnge plates of all girders must: be Hunge limited   in   width   so  as  not   to  extend   beyond   the outer lines of rivets connecting them with the angles, more than five inches or more than eight times the thickness  of the  first  plate.    Where  two  or more plates are used on the flanges, they shall either be of equal thickness or shall decrease in thickness outward from the angles.

